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proud specialists in 

bass amplification. 

driven by  
passion, 
our heritage, 
and an ongoing 

mission 
to give you ultimate 

control
over your sound.
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EDEN’s dedication to providing musicians with tonal clarity 
matched with flexibility began in 1976. Since our humble beginnings 
in Eden Prairie, Minnesota, USA, EDEN has continued to strive to 
offer the best in amplification, speaker drivers and cabinetry for 
musicians everywhere.

Today EDEN is internationally recognized as one of the premium 
brands in bass amplification, providing quality solutions for bassists. 
From portable practice combos to awe-inspiring, professional rigs 
that are capable of shaking the room; EDEN is proud to serve 
studios, stages and stadiums all over the world. 

The design philosophy at EDEN is to treat the engineering and 
design of bass amplifiers like they are musical instruments. 
The secret behind the sound is a simple understanding of the 
preferences of the human ear, coupled with the desire for players to 
be heard in the mix with their band. 

EDEN products are designed purely with the musician in mind. Our 
amplifiers have totally clear tonal definition, that we call “Hi Fidelity 
for Low Frequency”. This means that not only can you hear your 
instrument with clarity but the character of each and every note will 
shine through.

With comprehensive customer service and coverage in over 60 
global regions, EDEN is not just the amplifier company for you, it is 
the solution for musicians around the world.

Welcome
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The concept of World Tour amplifiers has been an ongoing commitment 
at EDEN for many years. We are now proud to introduce the World 
Tour Pro Series. The ultimate in professional bass amplification, the 
eye-catching and easy-to-use World Tour Pro Series integrate studio 
quality compression and tone shaping features, providing massive musical 
flexibility and muscle.
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Compressor

EDEN has designed a fast and musical soft knee compressor 
that prevents the grabbing sensation you feel and hear with more 
traditional style circuits. The compressor uses a three stage indicator, 
green (circuit active), amber (brief compressor trigger) and red 
(continuous compressor trigger).

Inputs

Active and Passive inputs with 
impedance correction for ease of 
use with any instrument.

EDEN has worked closely in conjunction with touring artists, 
producers and techs to offer an array of new and easy to use controls 
that allow you to dial in your sound without the need for additional 
outboard equipment.

Mute 

When in mute mode the amplifier 
will sense the input signal and 
the mute LED will flash making it 
easy to see that your amplifier is 
muted from a distance.

Enhance

This proprietary control 
simultaneously boosts the lows, 
upper mids and highs while 
cutting the low mid frequencies. 
This control is flat when set to its 
minimum level. 
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EQ
Multi-stage semi parametric EQ 
allows adjustment and fine-
tuning dependent on room and 
instrument requirements.

high efficiency cooling system

With heat dependent cooling circuitry every World Tour 
Pro is designed to remain quiet and cool under pressure.

Connect your amplifier to the controller using an instrument cable to 
activate front panel features. In addition to switching key features, amp 
front panel indicators such as the flashing Mute light and Compressor 
state are also visible on the pedal.

Optional 4-way foot controller

Tube Mix

Switchable, mixable tube preamp stage for authentic tube warmth.
Choose between traditional high headroom clean tones and warmer 
tube style bass sounds. A second tube provides additional gain stages 
that can be mixed with EDEN’s hi fidelity preamp sound, letting you 
set just the right amount of warmth. Tube junkies can dial the tube 
preamp sound with the compressor stage to generate the feeling and 
warmth of tube sag without sacrificing output wattage.
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Headphones + MP3 Input
3.5mm Auxiliary Input, connects devices 
such as MP3 players and other compatible 
products.

Connect your headphones using this 3.5mm 
output (the headphone volume is controlled 
by the Master Volume control on the 
amplifier front panel).

Mode Selection
Toggle between stereo and bridge modes.

Balance control
Balance the left/right signal sent to the 
internal amplifier.

Cycle

Cycle between available speaker output 
configurations and impedances.

Illuminated Outputs
EDEN has designed a new illuminated 
speaker output system that makes cabinet 
selection easy, even in the dark. Simply select 
the cabinet configuration that you have 
available and plug in.

Illumination modes:
Amber:  8 Ohm connection
Green:  4 Ohm connection 
Red:   Do not use
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Pre-Send + Return loop 
For effects and outboard connection prior to 
the amplifier EQ stage.

Crossover 
With variable frequency.

XLR DI output
With separate volume level control, ground 
lift and pre/post selection for flexibility in use.

WTPPRE

• All of the great features of the WTP900 and WTP600 
without integrated power amplifiers

ALL MODELS

• Active and Passive instrument inputs
• Mute Switch and Mute indicator LED
• Input level control
• Adjustable studio quality Compressor
• Tube tone circuitry with Tube mix control
• Enhance control
• 5 stage semi parametric EQ
• Master control
• Supplied with rack ears

WTP900

• 2x EDEN power amplifiers delivering 450W per side stereo 
into 4Ω. 900W bridged into 8Ω

• 4x illuminated output sockets with selectable bridge mode 
and mode cycle control for rig set up indication

WTP600

• 1x EDEN power amplifier delivering 600W into 4Ω
• 2x illuminated output sockets with selectable mode cycle 

control for easy rig set up indication

models
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Designed, engineered and tuned to tour. Crafted by hand.

Bass speakers and enclosures should be designed to be fast, responsive, 
and most importantly transparent, this allows you to dial in the exact 
sound you need. Definition, feel and musical clarity are essential 
elements that EDEN D-Series cabinets excel in delivering.

Key Features:

• Custom designed speakers made exclusively for EDEN by 
Eminence in the USA

• Hand-crafted tour spec quality
• EDEN designed cast metal horn
• Tuned and ported EDEN cabinetry crafted from premium grade 

birch
• EDEN crossover design with tweeter protection
• Tweeter level control, adjustable E-2700 Cast Bell tweeter

D-Series cabinets
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eden has A deep
understanding
of acoustics,
speakers and cabinet

construction.
this means each individual

cabinet is not only 

carefully 
crafted, it is 
built to last.
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D810XT
POWER OUTPUT 1700W @ 4Ω

SPEAKERS 8 x 10” (4-XST/4-XLT speakers)

D-Series cabinets

There is no mistaking the full touring rig set up preferred by touring 
artists and the sheer overwhelming scale and power of the D810XT. 
The cabinet is a logical marriage of both the D410XST and D410XLT 
cabinets, giving you the characteristics of both in a single unit.

D610XsT
POWER OUTPUT 1500W @ 6Ω

SPEAKERS 6 x 10” XST

The D610XST is a great choice for professional musicians who need 
more than the traditional mid-size enclosure. The D610XST is a 
great stand-alone rig capable of holding its own.

D410XST
POWER OUTPUT 1000W in 8Ω or 4Ω

SPEAKERS 4 x 10” XST

The D410XST cabinet offers focused tone with exceptional clarity. 
power or to fine tune your tone requirements. The D410XST allows 
open, transparent midrange definition and exceptionally flat, quality 
response.

D410XlT
POWER OUTPUT 700W in 8Ω or 4Ω

SPEAKERS 4 x 10” XLT

The go-to configuration for bass players looking for a professional 
sound in a variety of situations. The D410XLT cabinet offers focused 
tone with exceptional low end. It is the perfect option when you need 
to project your sound through the mix and drive for ultimate lows.
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Both XLT and XST are EDEN designed to provide exceptional 
definition and response. Each style is voiced slightly different 
though. The speaker and tweeter in XLT cabinets are designed for 
high-efficiency low-response. XST cabinets are voiced for a rich, 
rounded and smooth sound.

XLT or XSt?

D810XT D610XST D410XLT D410XST
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D-Series cabinets

D210XlT
POWER OUTPUT 350W in 8Ω or 4Ω

SPEAKERS 2 x 10” XLT

The D210XLT is capable of deceptively responsive and powerful 
performance. Ideal for small venues and rehearsal, the D210XLT is 
also perfect when combined with either the D410XLT or D115XLT.

D210XST
POWER OUTPUT 500W in 8Ω or 4Ω

SPEAKERS 2 x 10” XST

The D210XST offers more bottom end than the D210XLT, but still 
retains the focus of mid-range and treble frequencies you need to 
cut through the mix and capture the intricacies of your playing style.

D210mbx
POWER OUTPUT 500W in 8Ω or 4Ω

SPEAKERS 2 x 10” XST

The D210MBX bass monitor has all the sound quality and output 
level of the XST enclosure with incredibly high sound pressure level 
handling and tremendous low end response.

D112XST8
POWER OUTPUT 300W @ 8Ω

SPEAKERS 1 x 12” XST

The perfect size and weight for most small to medium size venues. The 
12” XST speaker provides an aggressive mid-range to help your tone 
stand out in the mix.

D115XlT
POWER OUTPUT 400W in 8Ω or 4Ω

SPEAKERS 1 x 15” XLT

The D115XLT is designed for players looking for immense bottom 
end power. It is capable of delivering the low and dirty rumble you 
would expect from a larger cone size. 

D212XST
POWER OUTPUT 600W in 8Ω or 4Ω

SPEAKERS 2 x 12” XST

The 12" speakers produce a more aggressive overall tone than a 
2x10 while still retaining more definition than a single 15" cabinet.
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D112XST

D210XLT

D212XST

D210XST

D115XLT

D210MBX
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Features

• 8” EDEN-designed speaker

• Volume Control

• EQ Sweep

• Tone control

• Stereo Aux input

• Headphone output

EDEN’s history of high fidelity audio is something that 
bass players know a lot about. So when EDEN was 
approached by Ukulele players about the reason why 
no serious Ukulele amplifier existed we listened.

The E-Uke amplifier offers a portable, 20W solution 
for Ukulele players and Ukulele Bass players who are 
looking to get more volume without losing the subtle 
nuances of their ukulele’s unique sound.

Designed around tested EDEN amplifier tone circuitry, 
the E-Uke offers an easy-to-use, portable and stylish 
amplifier which allows you to be heard as well as seen.
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Powered

microTour
Delivering 2W of power through a specially designed 
speaker plus tuned and ported cabinetry, the MicroTour 
serves to provide bass players with a truly portable bass 
combo. 

With Volume and Tone controls the amplifier is able to 
be tweaked to the perfect level and EQ setting for home 
or campfire. A headphone output means the amplifier 
can also be used for practicing in private. Powered by 
8AA batteries or an optional Eden 15V power supply. 

The perfect addition to any touring suitcase, home 
studio or office.

Features

• 2W power through custom speaker 

• Tuned and ported cabinetry

• Volume Control

• Tone control

• Headphone output

• Powered by 8x AA batteries (not included) or 
optional EDEN 15V power supply
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EDEN is committed to providing bassist with the right tools and this 
doesn’t stop at amplifiers and cabinets. EDEN professional bass 
pedals are designed to integrate seamlessly into your rig, adding an 
exciting myriad of tonal possibilities to your sound.

effects pedals 
+ Di preamp

FUNCTIONS Bass Chorus

CONTROLS Speed, Depth, Low Cut, Mix Level

LINE OUTPUT Input / Output ¼” Jack

INCLUDES 15V power supply

FUNCTIONS Bass Tube Warmer

CONTROLS Warmth, Crossover, Mix and Volume

LINE OUTPUT Input / Output ¼” Jack

INCLUDES 15V power supply
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built specifically 

for bass

FUNCTIONS Bass D.I. Preamp

SWITCHES Bass Boost switch, Mid frequency shift

CONTROLS Bass, Mid, Treble, Gain, Enhance, 
Compressor and Master

LINE OUTPUT Unbalanced ¼” (6.35mm) line output. 
Balanced XLR line output with ground 
lift

INCLUDES 15V power supply

FUNCTIONS Bass Wah Filter

SWITCHES Voice switch

CONTROLS Low Point, Sensitivity, Resonance, Effect 
Level

LINE OUTPUT Input / Output ¼” Jack

INCLUDES 15V power supply
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For serious bassists looking for a 
portable solution in an all-purpose rig. 
The Terra Nova Series is designed to offer 
players the ability to travel light without 
compromising on the features they need.
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introducing terra nova
Terra Nova from EDEN offers portability and tone without 
sacrificing the features you need as a performer.

With its separate high and low inputs, the Terra Nova range works 
seamlessly with all bass instruments - from uprights to high output 
modern electric basses.

Based on the flexible tone of EDEN’s heritage, the Terra Nova 
offers a 4-stage EQ with the benefit of 2 semi-parametric mid-range 

controls. A dedicated bass boost plus EDEN’s Enhance EQ control 
round out the feature laden Terra Nova series.

EDEN design is not just about great tone. To us, the way each 
amplifier looks is just as important as the way it sounds, which is why 
the Terra Nova has an easy to navigate front panel. Rack ears are 
included and stored neatly underneath the amplifier, meaning you 
won’t have to go searching for parts when you want to mount your 
Terra Nova securely in a case.

ultra lightweight
The Terra Nova series offers convenience 
without compromising on sound. Ideal for 
gigging musicians.

feature-packed
Includes Compressor, DI output with level 
control, ground lift and pre post selection, 
effects loop and tuner output.

powerful and flexible eq
4-stage EQ with 2 semi-parametric mid-
range controls, separate Bass Boost switch 
and EDEN’s Enhance control.
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TN2252
POWER OUTPUT 225W

SPEAKERS 2 x 10”

TN2251
POWER OUTPUT 225W

SPEAKERS 1 x 12”

terra nova combos

• Active and Passive instrument inputs

• 4-Band EQ circuit with semi-parametric mid controls, Enhance 
control & Bass boost

• Compressor with on/off switch

• DI output with level control, ground lift and pre post selection

• Effects loop, mute switch, tuner output & headphone output

• Eden-designed speakers

• Tuned and ported cabinetry

• Tweeter horn

• Road-worthy grille and durable carpet finish

Terra Nova combos offer the same great tone shaping features 
as the heads but with integrated cabinets. They feature EDEN-
designed speakers, a tweeter horn and tuned and ported cabinetry 
to compliment the character of the Terra Nova amplifier. 

Choose between the 1x12” compact club combo, perfect for small 
venues and rehearsal, or the slightly larger 2x10” for a wider spread 
of sound. Both pack real punch with 225W of power and all-in-one 
solution for players looking for a convenient rig with clarity and 
precision.

This compact combo, with its 12” speaker, offers more aggression 
and warmth than the 2x10” configuration.

The TN2252 is a slightly larger combo with a clear, punchy sound to 
drive through the mix. 

A powerful, gig-ready combo 
that is easy to transport.
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TN226
POWER OUTPUT 225W

CHANNELS Single channel

TN501
POWER OUTPUT 500W

CHANNELS Single channel 

terra nova amplifiers

Features
• Active and Passive instrument inputs

• Enhance control

• 4-Band EQ circuit with 2 semi-
parametric mid-range controls

• Compressor with on/off switch

• Bass boost circuit

• DI output w/level control, ground lift 
and pre post selection

• Effects loop

• Mute switch

• Tuner output

• Aux In and  Headphone Out

• Master volume control

• Illuminated EDEN logo

Terra Nova amplifiers are ultra-lightweight and conveniently small 
without compromising sound or features.

Getting great sounds from your amplifier is made simple with the 
semi-parametric mid-section and EDEN’s proprietary Enhance 
control. A studio-quality DI out is also included for when you need to 
use the front of house system or recording direct in the studio. Pair 
with Terra Nova cabinets for optimum frequency response and tone 
delivery.

lightweight and conveniently 
small, without compromising on 

sound or features.
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TN210
POWER OUTPUT 300W in 8Ω or 4Ω

SPEAKERS 2 x 10”

TN110
POWER OUTPUT 300W in 8Ω or 4Ω

SPEAKERS 1 x 10” with whizzer cone speaker design

TN410
POWER OUTPUT 600W in 8Ω or 4Ω 

SPEAKERS 4 x 10”

terra nova cabinets
Tuned and ported cabinets, EDEN-designed speakers and separate 
high frequency tweeter. Terra Nova cabinets are the perfect cabinet 
for the gigging musician.

Features

• EDEN-designed speakers 

• Tweeter with on/off switch adds clarity and punch

• Whizzer cone speaker design for extended range (TN110)

• Tuned and ported cabinets

• Road-worthy kick grill, carpet covering and high-impact corners
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Bass
The traditional shelving tone control provides 
up to 15dB of boost or cut at 30Hz.

Treble
This traditional shelving tone control provides 
up to 15dB of boost or cut at 5kHz.

aux In
Connect your MP3/CD player or other 
device here using a standard 3.5mm plug.

Mid Level
Provides up to 15dB of boost or cut.

Enhance
This proprietary control simultaneously boosts 
the lows, upper mids and highs while cutting 
the low mid frequencies. This control is flat 
when set to its minimum level.

Gain
Regulates the first gain stage of the preamplifier. 
Includes a set level LED to help the user 
adjust the appropriate amount of gain.

Designed for players who are looking for an introduction to bass 
amplification without cutting corners. The 300W E300 has a simple, 
easy-to-use feature set which delivers everything you need. 

Pair the E300 with an EDEN EX410SC4 and you have one of the 
most affordable, high performance bass rigs available.

e-Series Amplifier
E300

POWER OUTPUT 300W

CONTROLS Gain (adjust preamp signal level), 
EDEN enhance (advanced tonal 
shaping), Separate Bass, Middle & 
Treble, Master Volume control

INPUTS & OUTPUTS ¼” (6.35mm) Auxiliary line input, 
Headphone output, 1/8” (3.5mm), Line 
input, Balanced XLR DI output, 1 x ¼” 
(6.35mm) Speaker output

COMPATIBILITY 4Ω & 8Ω speaker cabinets
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E-Series bass cabinets are the ideal partners in low-end crime with our 
E300 bass amplifiers. These affordable yet highly responsive cabinets 
are perfect for both practice and performance situations. Custom 

e-Series Cabinets

EX112
POWER OUTPUT 300W in 8Ω or 4Ω

SPEAKER 1 x 12” EDEN-designed full-range speaker.

EX115
POWER OUTPUT 300W in 8Ω or 4Ω

SPEAKER 1 x 15” EDEN-designed full-range speaker.

EX210
POWER OUTPUT 300W in 8Ω or 4Ω

SPEAKER 2 x 10” EDEN-designed full-range speakers.

EX410SC4
POWER OUTPUT 400W @ 4Ω

SPEAKER 4 x 10” EDEN-designed full-range speakers.

tuned and ported cabinets, together with EDEN designed speakers 
offer a broad range of different cabinet solutions suitable for a variety 
of situations.
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E-Series combos feature custom-designed amplifier circuitry with 
tuned and ported cabinets that are loaded with high efficiency 
speakers. These combos were designed to provide an all-in-one 
solution for new players looking for something that will provide the 
perfect combo for rehearsal and smaller performances.

With the E-Series 180W combos, not only do you get outstanding 
sonic punch due to the high efficiency design of the cabinets and 
drivers, but you can chose between different speaker configurations. 
From the punchy, compact 1x8”, the rumbling 1x15” or more 
traditional 2x10” style, each of these larger E-Series combos offers 
the same performance and handling with different tonal benefits.

Features (all models)

• Custom EDEN-designed speaker enclosures tuned and ported 
to provide unrivalled tone presentation

• Cabinet design optimized to be as compact and lightweight as 
possible for portability

• Heavy duty carpet covering for cabinet protection and durability

• Road-worthy grille

• High gloss black amplifier finish

• Illuminated EDEN logo

• Headphone output / MP3 / Line input

e-Series combos

controls (vary by model)
• EDEN Enhance control simultaneously boosts the low bass, 

upper mids and highs while cutting the lower mid frequencies.

• Bass - The traditional shelving tone control provides up to 15dB 
of boost or cut at 30Hz.

• Mid Level - Provides up to 15dB of boost or cut at the frequency 
selected by the Mid Sweep Control. Also features Mid Sweep to 
control the frequency at which the Mid Level control boosts or 
cuts the signal. It has a range from 200- 2kHz.

• Treble - This traditional shelving tone control provides up to 
15dB of boost or cut at 5kHz.

• Compressor



EC8
POWER OUTPUT 20W

SPEAKER 8” EDEN-designed speaker

EQ Single Tone control
EDEN Enhance control

EC10
POWER OUTPUT 50W

SPEAKER 10” EDEN-designed full-range speaker

EQ 3 Stage EQ: Bass, Mid & Treble
EDEN Enhance control

EFFECTS LOOP Built-in Effects Loop & Tuner Out

EC210, EC15
POWER OUTPUT 180W

SPEAKER EDEN-designed full-range speakers

EC210: 2 x 10”

EC15: 1 x 15”

EQ 4 Stage EQ: Bass, Mid Level,  
Mid-Sweep & Treble
EDEN Enhance control

EFFECTS LOOP Built-in Effects Loop & Tuner Out

OUTPUTS External speaker jack. Turns off the 
internal speaker.

Recording / DI Output with +4dB main 
signal output. Accepts XLR equipped 
mic cable for output to a recording 
console or front of house PA input.
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HARDWARE
PEDL-70007 - 4-way foot-controller for World Tour Pro amplifers.

SPEAKERS
To get the best sound and performance, every element of cabinet 
design has to marry together to create the right result. Speakers, 
their-design, materials, performance and manufacturing technique 
are key-factors in any cabinet. EDEN uses only the best designed 
speakers from our own in-house specification. Add to this the 
expertise of the world’s leading bass speaker manufacturer, 
Eminence, who are based in the heart of the USA, EDEN delivers 
the perfect balance required for bassists.

accessories + speakers

cab covers
Our durable cabinet covers feature an embroidered EDEN logo.

COVR-70004 D210XLT

COVR-70005 D210XST

COVR-70006 D410XLT

COVR-70007 D410XST

COVR-70008 D212XLT

COVR-70009 D112XLT

COVR-70010 D115XLT

SPKR-70001 D410XLT4 10”, 175W, 4Ω

SPKR-70002 D410XLT8, D210XLT4 10”, 175W, 8Ω

SPKR-70003 D410XST4, D210XST8 10”, 250W, 16Ω

SPKR-70004 D410XST8, D210XST4, 
D610XST

10”, 250W, 18Ω

SPKR-70005 D115XLT4 15”, 400W, 4Ω

SPKR-70006 D115XLT8 15”, 400W, 8Ω

SPKR-70023 D115XLT8 15”, 400W, 8Ω

SPKR-70024 D212XLT8 12”, 300W, 16Ω
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our bespoke xlt+XST

Drivers 
are manufactured 

in the usa
at the world-leading facility 

eminence,
which ensures eden 

D-Series cabs 
give every note 

clarity  
and punch.
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www.edenamps.com
www.facebook.com/edenamplification
www.twitter.com/edenamps

Eden Amplification
Denbigh Road, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes, MK1 1DQ

Eden is part of Marshall Amplification.
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